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Abstract 

Regardless of the language, a ll children can acquire essentia l components 

of their respective language by about the age of three or four. However, not 

a ll children can do this . Particularly, among the m enta lly challenged 

people, Down's syndrome individuals cannot achieve this level. This is , 

however, d u e to some physiological, n eurological as well as psychosocial 

problems. 

Amharic mother-tongue Down's syndrome individuals , similar to many 

other Down's syndrome individuals speaking other la n guages, are known 

for their language problems. Although there are important individual 

d ifferences, it seem s possible to specify some language defects holding true 

for these specific types of people. These kinds of individuals are highly 

identified with poor a rticulation as well as stuttering. 

It is obvious that good production of speech depends upon the speech 

organs being the appropria te size and working effectively. Nevertheless, in 

addition to some problems in n erve coordination, Amharic s peaking Down's 

syndrome individuals do not seem to have 'normal' ora l cavi ty tha t would 

result in normal speech. Hence, due to some physiological anomalies in the 

oral cavity, they commit a number of phonological errors. Pa rticularly, they 

have great difficulties in articulating som e palatal and ej ective sounds. 

v 



CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

1.1 The Subject Population 

The study focuses on the speech of some mentally retarded people. It deals 

with the transcription and analyses of some phonological skills in the 

language of m entally retarded adolescents. However, it has to be noted that 

m ental retardation is a broader term. There are several retardation 

etiologies that could be sorted out under the concept of mental retardation. 

Among the several kinds of mental retardation etiologies, the most 

recurrently cited in several literatures are Down's syndrome, William 

syndrome and fragile X syndrome. 

Individuals with these retardation types vary in their language profile and 

performance. There are some individuals with a specific etiology whose 

language seems normal and others whose language is drastically affected . 

Among the several etiologies, individuals with Down's syndrome a re those 

with highly defective language. Contrary to this, there are some menta lly 

retarded individuals with specific etiologies whose language seems nearly 

as fluent as the speech of a normal human being. For this, people with 

William syndrome are the best example. 

Hence, the present study deals with the assessment of selected 

phonological skills in the speech of Down's syndrome individuals. As a 

case study, the resea rch incorporates six Down's syndrome individuals as 

a sample. These mentally retarded subjects are students (trainees) at two 

special schools in Addis Ababa. The special schools are the Kassanches 

and Meka nissa Montessori schools for the Mentally Retarded Children. The 



two schools a re founded a nd run by the Ethiopian Evangelical Church of 

Mekane Yesus (EECMY) . 

1.2 Background of the Study 

The acquisition of language is one of the most remarkable achievements in 

human beings . Within a time of a few years, children make a tran s ition to 

become highly communicative individuals. They start to talk about their 

everyday activities, future plans, hypothetical ideas, feelings, worries, a nd 

so on. For normally developing children these accomplishments take place 

during the pre school year s. As indicated by Tager, H. and Sulivan, k. 

(1998:208) most children acquire the essential components of language by 

a bout the age of three or four. However, not a ll children can do this. 

According to the report by Leonard Abbeduto and Sheldon Rosenberg , 
(1987 :76) menta lly retarded individuals expenence langu age and 

communication problems. 

Even though all communications do not necessa rily involve language, it is 

the most widely used means of communication. However, this does n ot 

mean that every human being is capable of communicating effectively with 

others. There are some individuals whose communicative capacity is 

affected. As studies reveal, most of the mentally retarded individuals a re in 

one way or another a ffected linguistically. Particularly as several studies 

point out, among the severa l etiologies of mental retarda tion, Down 's 

syndrome individuals show highly deteriora ted speech a bility . This is due 

to the psychosocial, neurological as well as physiological problems of the 

individual for better language production - particularly speech. 

Studies associated with the la nguage of mentally retarded individuals in 

general and Down 's syndrome individua ls in particula r a re a recent 
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phenomenon. Several researches have been conducted on the language 

skills of the mentally retarded individuals recently. However, a lmost a ll of 

them have been conducted by foreigners. Very few researches h ave been 

done on the issues locally. Nevertheless, good efforts are required to deal 

with this kind of popUla tion so as to help them in improving one of the 

adaptive skills, which is communication. 

It is obvious that for effective socialization within the community sufficient 

language skill is crucial. An individual needs to have proper language with 

which he/she can express his /her feelings, emotions, worries and so on. 

But if he/ she lacks this skill, he / she can be trained for some specific 

language skills . However, for efficient training on some specific language 

skills the problem areas need to be identified very well. However, apart 

from several attempts from outside, little or no research h as been done on 

the language of Down's syndrome individuals locally. Despite this fact, it is 

believed that an extensive research has to be conducted in the language of 

this particular type of unfortunate people . Here, therefore, it would be 

worth mentioning some studies dealing with the specified type of people 

carried out in English language. 

David Tolleson (1987) conducted a research on language and 

communication characteristics of children with Down's syndrome. The goal 

of the study was to document what is known about language acquisition in 

Down's syndrome people so that improved methods for facilitated language 

growth and change can be developed. The resea rch revealed that children 

with Down's syndrome show an increasing linguistic deficit in relation to 

their non-verbal cognitive status with increasing chronological age. 

Similarly, Merdith Brown (2004) carried out a research on optional 

infinitives in the la nguage of Down's syndrome individuals. The aim of this 

study was to determine whether or not tense morphemes are selectively 

affected in Down's syndrome individuals. The study compared the 
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spontaneous speech es of seven Down's syndrome and seven normal 

children matched for mean length of utterance . The study showed th at 

Down syndrome children omit grammatically specified tense morphemes 

significantly m ore often than unimpaired children. But the two groups' 

performance on morphemes unrelated to tense s pecification was 

statistically similar. 

Along the sam e line of research, Terrek, K. and et a l (2004) conducted a 

research on the la nguage u se of parents with their developmentally 

different twins. The s tudy examined intera ctions of four fathers and four 

mothers with their twins. Each twin pair had one sibling with, and one 

without, Down's syndrome. Language samples were ta ken from the fathers' 

and mothers' video and audio taped interactions with each twin separately 

and wh en the twins were together. The la n guage samples were analyzed for 

mean length of utterance in words and number and types of utterances. 

Differences were foun d among the fathers and mothers, the twins and 

between the conditions (alone and togeth er). 

1.3 Objective of the study 

General objective 

The genera l obj ective of the study is identification and a n a lysis of some 

basic speech disorders in the la nguage of Down 's syndrome individuals. 

Specific objectives 

Specific obj ectives include: 

• Identifying some possible areas of problems that would result in 

phonologica l disorders among individuals with Down 's syndrome . 

• Suggesting some possible rem edies that would possibly h elp Down's 
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syndrome individuals in improving some phonological skills of their 

mother tongue language. 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

Indeed, you might know that there are language disorders that could easily 

be remedied. For instance, Fowler (1 998:321) pointed out that more than 

other aspects of language disorders phonological disorders can easily be 

remedied. Using some structured pathological procedures it is sometimes 

possible to bring a striking change in the phonological skills of an 

individual with speech disorder. In this regard, th e primary beneficiaries of 

the study will be the men tally retarded people in general and the Down's 

syndrome individuals in particula r. However, on top of this, the researcher 

believes that there will be several areas to which the findings of the study 

would contribute. 

Firstly, as this kind of research is very new to the Ethiopian context, the 

researcher believes that this study can acquaint the society at large and 

families of those unfortunate individuals in particular about some 

phonological facts in the language u se of the Down's syndrome individuals. 

Secondly, as the education and training policy of Ethiopia currently gives 

special attention to the edu cation and training of people with special 

education needs, the findings of the study might have some contribution 

tha t could be used, for example, in the preparations of teaching materials 

for these unfortunate individuals. Thirdly, the findings may serve the 

trainers of mentally retarded people to cope up with some challenges that 

could arise due to defective language use . Last but not least, the findings 

may a lso serve as a base for further researches in the area particularly in 

the Ethiopian context. 
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1.5 Limitation of the Study 

In conducting the study, the researcher depended on articulatoty 

phonetics. He interviewed some individuals with Down's syndrome . 

However, arriving at some points of conclusion treating the articulatory 

phonetics only, would not make the study complete. Had the acoustic 

aspect of their speech a lso been treated, several linguistic facts would have 

been identified concerning the issues under investigation . 

As you might know, words are not discretely formed from several 

phonemes. They are not like beads strung on a string one segment after 

another. Rather, the phonetic properties of the phonemes found in a 

particular word are highly intertwined and overlap greatly . As this is the 

case, depending on articulatory phonetics only, would not enable the 

researcher to reach at highly accurate results. Nevertheless, as the 

acoustic phonetics requires highly qualified specialties and an up-to-date 

technology, the researcher was obliged to limit his means of data collection 

and analyses on the bases of articulatory phonetics. However, it is highly 

believed that had the acoustic phonetics been part and parcel of the study, 

a number of striking facts would have a lso been identified. 

1.6 Definition of Acronyms and Diacritics 

The following acronyms and diacritics used In the study stand for the 

specified concepts and symbols . 

ASHA 

CNS 

EECMY 

NICHCY 

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association 

Central Nervous System 

Ethiopian Evangelical Church of Mekane Yesus 

National Dissemination Center for Children with 
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Disabilities 

PNS -. Peripheral Nervous System 

* -. Ill-formed words 

/ / -. Phonemic representation 

1 -. Phonetic representation 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Review of Related Literature 

2.1 The Concept and Kinds of Language Impairment 

As children enter their second year and grow into their third and fourth, they 

will have a remarkable number of ways to tell adults what they need. Even if the 

words do not all sound right, a normally developing child will make many efforts 

to communicate and will make his point effectively. Young children ask so many 

questions . .. often exhausting their parents and care providers. Children who do 

not ask questions or tell adults about what they want may have a language 

problem. Children with specific language impairments may not produce any 

word. Particularly, if the impairment is severe, it will be difficult for them to 

provide/utter words. However, if it is relatively mild, they usually struggle to 

learn new words and make conversations. 

The concept of language impairment is not a new phenomenon. Several 

individuals have addressed it for centuries. Based on their assessments and 

investigations several intellectuals in the field have given their own definitions of 

the concept. To cite few examples, Davis (1999:56) defines the concept as, "the 

absence of some part of the language faculty". Similarly, according to Crysal 

(1997:264) , language impairment refers to any systematic defect in the wayan 

individual speaks, listens, reads, writes or signs that interferes with his ability to 

communicate with others. 

Many scholars working in the area of language impairment have attempted to 

identify the various kinds of language impairments that could be found among 

human beings. In this regard, Davis (1999:56) states that among young children, 

the very common types of language impairments include: physical disabilities 

such as cleft palate, emotional states, which cause stammering, and mental 
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retardations, which slow down normal speech acquisition. On top of this, he also 

added special conditions such as deafness, aphasia, dyslexia and dysarthria as 

kinds of language impairments. 

Similarly, the National Dissemination Centre for Children with Disabilities 

(NICHCY)'s report indicates that some causes of speech and language 

impairments include hearing lose, neurological disorders, brain injury, mental 

retardation, drug abuse, physical impairments such as cleft lip or palate, and 

vocal abuse or misuse. 

Frequently, the cause of language impairment is unknown (NICHCY: 2004). But 

it is apparent that a person with language impairment has an impairment of his 

speech and/or language structures and functions. This means the parts of the 

body used for speaking and understanding - the brain, nerves, mouth, and 

throat - may be damaged or not developed/functioning properly. 

As several literatures suggest an individual with severe language impairment 

may result in one or more of the following: 

• Not being able to speak. 

• Having speech that is very hard to understand. 

• Having great difficulties in making sense of speech sounds. 

• Not a lways being able to understand others. 

• Not being able to say what he/she wants to say. 

2.2 The Concept and Causes of Mental Retardation 

Mental retardation is among the several kinds of psychological, physiological and 

social deprivations that could possibly result in language impairment. Many 

individuals ,vith various kinds of retardation levels result in a typical kind of 

language production. The central theme of the study is, therefore, to identify the 

phonological skills of the mentally retarded individuals. Specifically, it tries to 
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identify th e phonological skills of Down's syndrome individua ls. However, as the 

cart should not precede the horse, it would be advisable to start with the general 

concept of mental retardation. Hence, this part of the s tudy, as a stepping-stone 

for the whole work, begins with providing some fundamental facts about the 

general concept of mental retardation. 

Different individuals have addressed the issue of menta l retardation at different 

time and place for various reasons. Several individua ls with various views, 

attitudes, conceptualization, and philosophy have dealt with it. Hence, based on 

their views, understanding and investigations they h ave given their own 

definitions of the concept. But no seriou s deviation has been observed on the 

definitions forwarded. 

As pointed out by Ha llahan and Kauffman (1991:80) "Mental retardation r efer s 

to significantly sub-average intellectual functioning resulting in or associated 

with impairments 111 a daptive behaviour and manifested during the 

developmental period. " Kirk et al, (1993) similarly define it as "Significantly sub

average general intellectual functioning, existing concurrently with deficits in 

adaptive behaviour and manifested during the developmental period before age 

18. " 

As cited by Nema Behutie (2000: 18) the recently revised definition given by the 

American Association on Mental Retarda tion a lso reads : 

"Mental retardation refers to substantial limitation 111 present 

functioning; ch aracterised by sub-average intellectual functioning, existing 

concurrently with limitations in two or more of the follovving adaptive 

behaviour skills areas: 

• Communication 

• Self-care 

• Home living 

• Social skills 
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• Community use 

• Self direction 

• Health and safety 

• Functional academics 

• Leisure and work manifest before age 18." 

In most cases, especially within the mild instances, it is very difficult to identify 

the causes of mental retardation (Hallahan and Kauffman 1991:79). But many 

scholars in the field suggest that it may result from a condition that interfered 

with cognitive development before birth, during the birth process, or in early 

childhood. According to the NICHCY's Fact Sheet report, the most common 

causes of mental retardation are: 

• Genetic conditions. Sometimes mental retardation is caused by 

abnormal genes inherited from parents, errors when genes combine, 

or other reasons. Examples of genetic conditions are Down's 

syndrome, fragile X syndrome and Phenilketonur. 

• Problems during pregnancy. Mental retardation can result when the 

baby doesn't develop inside the mother properly. For example, there 

may be a problem with the way the baby's cells divide as it grows. A 

woman who drinks alcohol or gets an infection like rubella during 

pregnancy may also have a baby with mental retardation. 

• Problems at birth. If a baby faces problems during labour and 

birth, such as not getting enough oxygen, he or she may have mental 

retardation. 

• Health problems. Disease like whooping cough, measles or 

meningitis can cause mental retardation. Mental retardation can also 

be caused by extreme malnutrition, not getting enough medical care 

or by being exposed to poisons like lead or mercury. 
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2.3 The Biological Bases of Speech Production 

Man thinks fIrst and then expresses his thought in words by some sorts of 

translations. In other words, it can be said tha t speech has its origin in the mind 

of the speaker. As indicated by Fromkin and Ratner (1998:3 10) , speech is 

produced when appropriate instructions in the form of impulses are sent from 

the speakers' brain along particular kinds of motor n erves to the muscles of the 

vocal organs. However, this happens only if there is no any physical hazard on 

any part of the brain or the nerves that carry the several impulses. Nevertheless, 

if a particular physical or psychological damage happens to the brain, 

appropriate instructions from the brain may not be able to reach at the speech 

organs. For instance, if an individual faces a particular physica l damage on a 

specifIc area of his bra in, he might develop disarthrya. As Gleason and Ratner 

(1998:G5) write "Dysarthria is a class of disturbances of speech sometimes 

following brain damage, in which articulation is impa ired by paralysis, loss of 

coordination, or spasticity of the muscles u sed in speaking." 

The human brain incorporates several components that are directly or indirectly 

involved in speech production. However, it is not a simple matter to exactly 

specify the function of each component in relation to speech production . But 

some parts of the brain like the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia, diencephalon, and 

the cerebellum are involved in one way or another in speech production. For 

instance, language behaviour is subserved by different cortical areas or loci 

located within the lobes of the cortex. The basal ganglion, as it plays a major role 

in the control of movement, has also substantial input in the production of 

speech. As pointed out by Dingwall (1 998:62) the basal ganglion also appears to 

be involved in cognitive functioning. Damage in the basal ganglia can result in 

Dysarthria (Ibid, 1998 :62) . Simila rly, the cerebellum plays a part in the proper 

production of speech. This structure is known to playa major role in motor 

control in conjunction with the basal ganglia, diencephalons (part of the brain 

that is a relay s tation for most sensations and motor functions) and the cortex 

itself. Thus, dysarthria can also result from damage to the cerebellum (Ibid, 

1998:63). Internal capsule and caudate nucleus m ay also play some role in 
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motor speech planning and execution . Hence, damage to these areas would also 

result in dysartheric condition. 

In the human nervous system there are two major components:- the central 

nervous system (eNS) and the peripheral n ervous system (PNS). The former 

encompasses those components of the nervous system that are housed within 

the bony structure of the skull (cranium) and the vertebral column. On the oth er 

hand, the latter encompasses those components of the nervou s system that lie 

outside of the bony coverings of the central nervous system . This includes the 

cranial nerves (that issue directly from the cranium) and the spinal n erves that 

originate from the vertebral column. 

For the production of speech, there must be a proper coordination of the central 

as well as peripheral nervous systems . It is not only th e damage in any of the 

components of the centra l n ervous system that results in abnormal speech 

production, lesion to the motor stripe in the peripheral n ervous system can also 

result in speech dysartheria (cf. Dingwall, 1998:68) . Dysartheric patients u sually 

have laborious and inaccurate a rticulation, even when the ability to formulate 

language is in tact. 

As indicated by Dingwall (1998:65) there are 12 pairs of cranial nerves (nerves 

that originate from the cranium) in humans. It is through these kinds of nerves 

that speech production is evident. Among the several kinds of cranial nerves 

some are sensory; some motor and some a re both. All cranial n erves, in one way 

or another, involve in some sort of human communication. However, as the 

current s tudy is limited in its scope to speech production, it is better to mention 

those particula r kinds of n erves that are responsible for speech production. 

As n oted by Dingwall (1 998:65) the fifth, seventh, tenth and twelfth cranial 

nerves a re by far responsible for speech production in human beings. For 

instance, the fifth cranial nerve (trigeminal) h andles both motor function and 

sensation for portions of the jaw and face; the seventh (facial) nerve con trols 

motor and sensory functioning of most of the facial musculature, enabling 
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aspects of articulation and facial expression; the tenth (vagus) controls aspects 

of laryngeal function necessary for voicing and the twelfth (hypoglossal) controls 

tongue movements necessary for articulation. The rest cranial nerves are 

responsible for functions like: auditory, vision, eye movement, smell and so on. 

Similarly, in addition to these specific types of nerves that are directly involved in 

speech production, particular types of muscles that are responsible for specific 

phonological skills are also found in the speech organs of human beings. For 

instance, quoting Hardcastle (1976), Moges Yigezu (2001:207) indicated that 

closure and roundin g of the lips are controlled by the orbicularis oris muscles 

and protrusion by the mentalis muscles. 

2.4 The Concept of Language Disorder 

Communication is a natural part of our everyday lives that we seldom stop to 

think about it. Social conversations with families, friends, neighbours etc. seem 

very simple to everyone, if the individual does not have very destructive 

experiences in his communication with other people. 

It is not exaggerated, if it is said that most of us have a feeling of uncertainty 

about the adequacy of our speech or language only in stressful or unusual social 

situations, such as talking to a large audience or being interviewed for a job. 

However, if we had to worry about communicating, we would worry about every 

social interaction we have. 

When people think of speech and language disorders what usually comes to their 

mind is stuttering. This is a language disorder that we a ll might have 

experienced at least once in life. However, the effect of this in effective 

communication is negligible. It can easily be solved without an intervention by a 

pathologist. These can be some obvious logical solutions ("Just slow down"; 

"Relax, don't worry"; "Think about how to say it") . However, several la nguage 

disorders need tremendous efforts for interventions. Particularly, if the 

individual is retarded, disturbed, or has cerebral palsy. 
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refers to the study of the rules for usmg the sounds of a language . When a 

person has difficulty in communicating because he /sh e does not u se speech 

sounds according to standard rules, the disorder is phonological. It is sometimes 

difficult to make a clear distinction between these two technical concepts. 

Articulation and phonological disorders involve errors in producing words. 

Quoting Van Riper and Emerick (1984), Shea and Bauer (1994: 214) pointed out 

that there are four types of articulation errors. These include: 

A) Substitution of one phoneme for another, as "mudder" 

for "moth er ll 

B) Disorder of a phoneme 

C) Omission of a sound, as in "mik" for "milk", a nd 

D) Additions, an extra sound is inserted within a word, as 

('warsh" for "wash" . 

In the articulation of speech sounds, human beings produce two classes of 

sounds. These are vowels and consonants. They are produced differently. Their 

major difference is that consonants are produced with more articulatory 

movements and more constriction (narrowing in a location in the vocal tract) 

than are vowels. Unlike the production of consonant sounds, the air flow from 

the lungs is unobstructed when vowels are produced. Every vowel, however, IS 

produced with a different configuration of tongue and lip movements. 

In speech disorders, associated with articulation disorders, the smallest unit 

might even be smaller than a segment. Fromkin and Ratner (1998:315) state 

that phonetic features (sometimes also called d istinctive features) can 

independently be disordered. Moreover, Ratner (1998:316) states a lso another 

interesting finding regarding phonological feature errors that features of 

consonants never exchange with or influence the features in vowels and vice 

versa. 
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In investigatin g an articulation or phonological error of an individual a great 

caution has to be made. Any resilient phonological or articulation error could not 

be considered as a disorder. There are several criteria that have to be taken in to 

account in judging the problem. The consistency of the errors, age of the 

individual under investigation, the speech community in which the individual 

has grown up and so on have to be taken into consideration. 

2.4.2 Fluency disorder 

As defined by Shea and Bauer (1994:213) fluency disorder refers to the 

abnormal flow of verbal expression, characterized by impaired rate and rhythm. 

"Disfluency includes, repetitions or prolongations of sounds, words, or phrases; 

hesitations or long pauses; struggle behaviours including distortions of lips and 

mouth, facial grimaces, eye blinks, and extraneous body movements (Ibid , 

1994:213)". Stuttering and cluttering are typical examples of disfluency. 

Stuttering is a disruption in the timing of speaking; cluttering is a running 

together in rapid, jumbled speaking of sounds, words and phrases. 

In the speech of several individuals many utterances are characterized by 

hesitations, repetitions, false starts, and "fillers" like urn, well, you know etc. 

Citing Goldman-Eisler (1968), Fromkin and Ratner (1998:313) state that 

hesitations occur roughly every five words when people describe pictures. 

However, when speakers are conversing naturally, hesitations may appear every 

seven to eight words. Thus, su ch lapses in flu en t speech production usually 

provide valuable insights into the units of speech production and permit us to 

evalua te how much of speech is mentally planned in advance of its production. 

Moreover, as suggested by Fromkin and Ratner (1998:318) hesitations are more 

likely to occur before conten t words such as nouns, verbs and modifiers than 

before function words such as articles, helping verbs and so forth. Furthermore, 

it has also been mentioned that hesitations are more likely to occur before less 

commonly used words than more frequently u sed words in a certain language. 
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2.4.3 Voice disorder 

Voices vary widely in quality. Changes in quality of vo ice can revea l a person's 

identity as well as physical and emotional state. The listener through voice 

quality can identify moods, emotional state, and attitudes. Nevertheless, 

sometimes there is a problem in the quality of voice that could possibly interfere 

with effective communication. Some distortions in the voice of the speaker result 

in a difficulty of identifying the mood, emotional s ta te, attitude --- of an 

individual. 

A vOIce disorder is defined as the absence or abnormal production of voice 

quality, pitch, loudness, resonance, and/or duration (Shea and Bauer, 

1994:213). As stated by Hallahan and Kauffman (1991:225), "Voice disorders 

that involve a disfunction within the larynx are referred to as disorders of 

phonation. Disorders having to do with the disfuncion of the oral and nasal air 

passage are called disorders of resonance". 

2.5 Language and Down's syndrome 

Down's syndrome (DS) is a neurodevelopmental disorder caused by the presence 

of an extra chromosome 21. It is also referred to as trisomy 21. Approximately 

one baby in every 600 - 700 births is born with Down's syndrome, and about 95 

% of DS children have the extra chromosome in every cell (Karmiloff and 

Karmiloff-Smith 2001:205). 

Children with Down's syndrome are among the mentally retarded people that 

are known for their language problems. Alth ough there are important individual 

differences, it is possible to specify language defects holding true for the 

syndrome. As indicated in (http://www.ds-health.com) there are speech and 

language challenges for most children with Down's syndrome. The linguistic 

development of children with Down's syndrome is u sually characterised as a 

delayed but otherwise intact version of normal language acquisition 

(http: //www.altonweb.com).This implies that Down's syndrome patients do not 
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produce any linguistic forms that are not observed in the speech of unimpaired 

individuals at some stage in life. 

Karmiloff and Karmiloff-Smith (2001:205) write: 

"Down's syndrome is associated with severe difficulties with grammar 

as well as poor articulation. There are very few rare cases reported in 

the literature in which DS adult's language seem normal. In general 

the vocabulary and grammatical development of these children 

remains at a level of about half of their chronological age and then 

plateau around puberty, failing to progress any further." 

It has been indicated in a number of literatures that the linguistic deficits of 

several individuals with Down's syndrome are beyond their cognitive deficits. They 

usually have very great speech production problems. They usually find it really quite 

hard to produce spoken words even when they know what they want to say. This, 

however, might partly be due to some problems in the coordination of the nervous 

system or it might also be due to some specific anomalies in the organs of speech by 

the individual. 

It is apparent that good production of speech depends upon the speech organs being 

the appropriate size, position and working effectively. Nevertheless, in addition to 

some problems in nerve coordination, individuals \vith Down's syndrome do not 

seem to have normal organs of speech that would result in normal speech 

production. Quoting Benda (1949) and Buddenhagen (1971) Randal (1997:167) 

reports that there are some conditions that could result in defective speech by 

Down's syndrome. These include "an undersized mouth cavity, a protruding tongue, 

a larynx often located too high in the neck with a thickening of fibrotic mucosa, an 

edematous tongue that doesn't groove properly for the distinction between sounds 

like sand s and is impaired in its motility, hypotonia of the speech muscles 

[muscles functioning below normal capacity] of the tongue, lips, soft palate and 

respiratory organs." 
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Similarly, as displayed in (http://www.altonweb.com). some of the factors that put 

Down's syndrome individuals at a particular risk for language deficit include the 

following points. First, there is an increased frequency of middle ear infection, which 

is frequently associated with hearing problem. Second, the deficits in motor 

coordination associated with Down's syndrome may adversely affect the synchrony of 

motor movements required for the speech production system, including respiration, 

phonation and articulation of the palate, tongue, lips, and j aws. Third, cognitive 

deficits specific to Down's syndrome may result in language learning problems 

beyond those commonly associated with mental retardation. And fourth, there can 

be decreased expectations for performance of mentally retarded individuals, which 

frequently result in learned incompetence or lack of appropriate experience. 

Among individuals with Down's syndrome, their phonological competence grows 

slowly as compared to normal human beings with comparable age. But the sequence 

in phonological development is similar to the sequence observed in normal human 

beings. Moreover, as indicated by Randal (1997: 168), most of the phonological errors 

that are observed in the speech of Down's syndrome in dividual are similar to the 

several types of phonological or articulatory errors that are made at some particular 

stages in normal human beings. The phonological errors that are mainly observed in 

the speech of Down's syndrome individuals are feature errors, cluster reduction and 

assimilation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

A Brief Description of Amharic Phonology 

3.1 The Phonemes of Amharic 

Amharic is a Semitic language spoken by a large number of native and 

non-native speakers. It is assumed that over 30 million people in Ethiopia 

speak Amharic as a first or second language. 

According to Leslau (1 995:4) the language has 30 consonant phonemes 

and 7 vowels. Moreover, the language encompasses some very umque 

phonological features, which are very peculiar to it and some other 

genetically related languages. One of the most striking features concerning 

the phonemes of Amharic is the presence of glottalic consonants. Amharic 

has five voiceless glo ttolized consonants. Of course, these glottalized 

consonants are also very common in other Ethiopian languages (d. Bender 

et al 1976:77). The glottalic consonants of Amharic are: p', 1', s', c ' and k '. 

Another phonological feature that is common to the language is the 

presence of palatal consonants. Amharic has six palatal consonants. These 

are s, Z, c, g, C' and n. The presence of rounded or labia lized consonants is 

also another phonological feature of Amharic. 

Amharic is a language with seven vowels . In addition to the five-vowel 

system I i, e, a, 0, ul which is the commonest vowel system among the 

languages of the world , Amharic contains two central vowels 181 and I Ii I 
(ef. Leslau, 1995 :31) . These respective symbols could be equated with the 
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symbols It/and /~/ that are indicated on the International Phonetic 

Alphabet. 

Ta ble 2 and 3 show the consonant and vowel phonemes of Amharic 

respectively. 

Table 2: Phonemic chart of Amharic consonants adopted from 

the encyclopedia of Wikipedia. The symbols that 

deviate from IPA are put in Parentheses 

Bilabial Dental Plato- Velar Glottal 

alveolar 

palatal 

Stops Voiceless P t k ? 

Voiced b d g 

Ejectives P' t' k' (q) 

Affricates Voiceless ts' (s') tf (c) h 

Voiced cI3 ( g) 
Ejectives 

tf' (c' ) 

Fricatives Voiceless f s f (s) 
Voiced z J (z) 

Nasals m n J1 (il) 

Liquids w I j (y) 

Flap/Trill r 
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Table 3: Phonemic chart of Amharic vowels (Leslau, 1995:31) 

High 

Mid 

Low 

Front 

e 

center 

a 

back 

u 

o 

3.2 Some Phonological Processes in Amharic. 

Phonemes of a particular language are combined to form syllables, words, 

phrases etc . As a result of the combination or neighborhood, a particular 

phoneme may be assimilated to its adjacent phoneme; it might be lost or 

displaced. In linguistics these kinds of processes are termed as 

phonological processes. 

Similar to many other languages, there are several phonological processes 

that take place in the syllables, words, phrases etc. of Amharic . 

Assimilation, palatalization, gemination, haplology, loss of a syllable, and 

deletion of a vowel are some of the phonological processes that are found in 

the language. Thus, as these kinds of phonological processes have great 

relevance to the present study, a brief description will be given on each. 

3.2.1 Assimilation 

Assimilation is one of the most common phonological processes found in 

several languages. In this process, a particular phoneme may resemble to 

another phoneme as a result of the phoneme near by. The definition given 

by Crowley (1992: 47) reads, "When one sound causes another sound to 
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change so that the two sounds end up being more similar to each other in 

some way, we call this assimila tion. " 

Assimilation can be partial or to tal. In partial assimilation the changed 

sound always retains a t least one of the original features by which it is 

distinguished from the unchanged sound. On the other hand, in total 

assimilation all of the features of a particular sound a re ch anged to match 

those of another sound, then the two sounds end up being identical and a 

geminate sound is produced. 

Assimilation is common in Amharic . The two types of assimilation a re 

found in the language . According to Leslau (1995 :22), tota l assimilation 

affects the dentals d , t , t'; the liquids I , r; the s ibilants s, z; the velars g and 

q. 

Some of the following rules can be developed based on total assimilation in 

Amharic. 

• The liquid I I I may be assimilated to an initial I r I of the verb. 

Eg. 

I alradam I > 

I alrat't'abaml > 

[arradam] 

[arrat't'abamm] 

Gloss 

'h e did not help' 

'it was not wet' 

• The glotta lized I t' l is assimilated to the following It I in the gerund . 

Eg. 

Gloss 

I wat'to I > [watto] 'having gone' 

• The dental Idl becom es assimilated to the following It I In the 

gerund. 
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E.g. 

Inadtol 

Ikadtol 

> 

> 

[natto] 

[katto] 

• I dl is assimilated to the following I l l. 

E.g 

Igadlol > [gallo] 

Gloss 

'having driven ' 

'having betrayed' 

Gloss 

'h aving killed' 

The following sample rules can also be stated for the partial assimilation in 

Amharic according to Leslau (1995). 

• The nasal dental /nl becomes the labial Iml in contact with labial/ 

bl-
E.g. 

/s8nb8ra/ 

I z8nbl 

> 

> 

• Infl may become Imf/ 

E.g. 

Iganfo l 

Iq8r8nfudl 

> 

> 

[s8mb8ra] 

[28mb] 

[gamfo] 

[q8r8mfud] 

Gloss 

'chickpea' 

'fly' 

Gloss 

'porridge' 

'clove' 

• the morpheme tan-, an- becomes tam-, am- In contact with a 

following labial I b I or If I-

E.g. 
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/ tan barakkaka / 

/ tanbasabbasa/ 

3.2.2 Palatalization 

> 

> 

[tambarakkakaJ 

[tambasabbasaJ 

Gloss 

'kneel' 

'be 

abundant' 

As defined by Crowley (1992:51) "A non-palatal sound (i. e. a dental, an 

a lveolar, a velar and so on) becomes a palatal sound before the semi-vowel 

[yJ." From this statement we can clearly understand that palatalization is a 

kind of assimilatory change. It is a process where a non-pa latalized sound 

becomes a palatal sound. 

In Amharic palatalization is a very common phonological process. The 

dentals d, t, t', I and n and the sibilants s, z and s' are palatalized when 

followed by the vowel -i, -e, or -iy(a) (cf. Leslau 1995: 14). The resulting 

sounds are: di > g, ti > c, t'i(s'i»c', li>y, ni > ii, si>s, zi>z 

In Amharic palatalization occurs in verbs and in verbals. It occurs on active 

participles and instrumental nouns that are derived from a verb. The forms 

that end -i are the imperfect, jussive, and imperative, the singular second 

person feminine, and the active participle; the forms that end in -e is the 

gerund, 1 st person singular; and the forms that ends in - Iy(a ) is the verbal 

noun. 

E.g. 

[wosag (i)J 

[kofay (i)J 

[ma liosseJ 

Gloss 

'take' 

'pay' 

'I having returned' 
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[kiiJocce] 

[malqamiya] 

[makdarllla] 

'I having opened' 

'picking material' 

'lid ' 

3.2.3 Haplology and loss of syllables 

Hartman and Strock (1972:102) define h aplology as "the omission In 

speech of one or more similar sounds in succession." In some languages 

when very s imilar sounds come together in succession native speakers 

usually omit one or more of the sounds in a word. In Amharic this 

phonological processes is very common. Even sometimes there is an 

omission of an entire syllable or part of a syllable in some words. The 

following a re some of the words that could be cited in this regard. 

E.g. 

I addis ababal 

Ifit lafitl 

ItOlant matal 

Ihayag I 

3.2.4 Gemination 

> 

> 

> 

> 

[addis aflafla] 

[ filliiJi t] 

[tCilammata] 

[hag] 

Gloss 

'Addis Ababa' 

'directly in fron t 

of 

yesterday night' 

'he who goes' 

Gemination IS most conveniently described as lengthening of the 

consonants. In Amharic, a ll the consonants except I? land Ihl may occur 

either in a geminated or non-geminated form (d. Leslau, 1995: 11). 
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Consonant gemination is a very common phonological feature in Amharic. 

A sentence hardly lacks a geminated consonant. Even a sin gle word might 

have as many as five geminated consonants. Gemination in Amharic is 

phonemic. It can result in difference in meaning and occurs at the medial 

or final position of a word. The following are some words in Amharic that 

could result in meaning difference as a result of gemination. 

E.g. Gloss 

[ala] 'he said' 

[all a] 'there is' 

[gana] 'still' 

[ganna] 'Christmas' 

[faras] 'mattress' 

[farras] 'remains, ruin' 

3.2.5 Avoiding two vowels coming in succession 

As a rule, Amharic avoids the commg together of two vowels in 

pronunciation as well as in writing. As pointed out by Leslau (1995:35), if 

two vowels should come together for various morphological reasons, the 

following may occur. 

1. Elision of one of the vowels. 

2. Introduction of the glide semivowel /w/ or/ y/ between the two 

vowels. 

3 . In words with/ a/ this laryngeal may be kept as glottal stop /? /, or 

there is no glottal stop and the two vowels are pronounced m 

successIOn. 

The following words of Amharic avoid vowels coming in succession. 

E.g. 
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Gloss 

*/ samma-acaw / > [sammacaw] 'h e heard them' 

*/ asa-at 'mag/ > [asat'mag] 'fisherman' 

*/ s8-alf/ > [ salf] 'while I pass' 

*/manfiisawi-a n / > [manfasawiYan] 'religious person ' 

3.3 Secondary Articulations in Amharic 

Most sounds are produced with a single point of a rticulation. Sounds may, 

however, be produced involving two points of articulation in which case two 

a rticulator possibilities emerge. In this kind of articulation one of the 

articulations is the dominant one ('the primary articulation). 

As stated by Crystal (1 997), in a sound produced with two points of 

a rticula t ion , secondary articulation refers to th e point of articulation 

involving the lesser degree of stricture. This means that particular kinds of 

modified a rticula tion types involving the formation of a primary stricture at 

some location are accompanied by a secondary more open articulation at 

som e other loca tion. Secondary articulations a re indicated by a small 

subscript symbol for the a ppropriate approximant. Examples of secondary 

a rticulation include: labia lization, pala ta liza ti 0 n , velarization , 

pharyngealization and nasalization. 

Similar to several languages of the world, secondary articulation is 

common to Amharic . Several phonemes are produced as a result of two 

strictures. Labia lization, palatalization and nasalization can be cited as 

examples of secondary articulation in Amharic. 
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3.3.1 Labialization 

Labialization is a general term referring to a secondary articulation 

involving any noticeable lip rounding (Crystal, 1997). It is the addition of 

lip rounding to any sound that is normally articulated without lip 

rounding. 

In Amharic, labialization is a common phonological process. It occurs as a 

result of the back vowels 101 and lui . When a particular sound is followed 

by either of these vowels the sound gets labialized. Labialization occurs in 

consonants and it is indicated by a SUbscript symbol I w ;' 

The following Amharic words contain a labialized consonant. 

E.g. 

[dwulat[ 

[swola[ 

[t~vom] 

[IWomi] 

Gloss 

'a kind of m eal' 

'name of a place' 

'fast' 

'lemon' 

3.3.2 Palatalization as a secondary articulation 

In Amharic this phonological process is very common. When a particular 

sound come proceeding either of the front vowels Iii or lei, it becomes 

pa latalized. A palatally I sound is added to it. 

The following words of Amha ric have a palatalized consonant. 

E.g. 

[bYet] 
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[sYe tJ 

[fYitJ 

3.3.3 Nasalization 

'woman' 

'face' 

Nasalization is giving the quality of nasality to a non-nasal sound. Most 

commonly this is a modification given to vowels . But it is a lso applicable to 

consonants. For nasalized sounds, the soft palate is lowered and part of 

the air stream is diverted through the nose. Nasalized sounds are 

transcribed with [- J above the symbol. 

The following words contain a nasalized vowel. 

E .g. 

[andJ 

[wEl:ndJ 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Methodology 

4.1 Research Design 

The study followed particular types of research plans and procedures that 

would maximally lead to the achievement of reliable results. For this, 

initially, several items focusing on some phonological issues in Amharic 

were carefully designed. Next, the several items dealing with the vanous 

types of phonological issues were presented to the sample Down's 

syndrome individuals orally by the researcher and / or some teachers found 

in two special schools for the mentally retarded children in Addis Ababa. 

Then, every respondent included in the sample population was given a 

chance to utter the several items focusing on specific phonological issues. 

All the interviews conducted with the sample respondents were tape

recorded . Ultimately, the investigations and analyses were made cautiously 

based on the data collected to assess the several phonological issues. 

4.2 The Site 

As the research deals with some phonological analyses in the speech of 

Down's syndrome individuals , getting some Down's syndrome individuals 

so as to collect information had been the first step. For this, the researcher 

found two appropriate areas for his study. He found two centers for the 

mentally retarded children In Addis Ababa. These centers are the 

Kassanches and Mekanissa montessori schools for the mentally retarded 

children . Thus, the study conducted with six Down's syndrome individuals 

who are students of these two special schools. These two centers for the 
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menta lly retarded children are founded and run by the Ethiopian 

Evangelical Church of Mekane Yesus (EECMY). 

4.3 Sampling Procedures 

As it has been stated, the subject populations of the study are some 

Down 's syndrome individuals found m Addis Ababa. The study 

incorporated six sample individuals who could be sorted out as Down 's 

syndrome. Among a population of 96 mentally retarded children found in 

the two special schools, six sample individuals were recruited to be 

included in the study. 

In selecting the sample population, the researcher followed special methods 

and procedures that could enable him to identify sample Down 's syndrome 

individuals. As it has been indicated , there were a total of 96 mentally 

retarded children in the two special montessory schools for the mentally 

retarded children. However, this population is with diversified mcntal 

retardation ethiologies. Hence, to identify the Down's syndrome individuals 

from the total population, the researcher asked the responsible bodies in 

the organization if they could provide him with some important information 

that indicate the retardation type of each member. 

Nevertheless, the responsible bodies in the organization could not provide 

the researcher with the nessessary information conserning the retardation 

type of every member. Hence, in order to identify the Down's syndrome 

individuals from the other mental retardation types, the researcher made a 

literature review on some important sources that could state the physical 

appearance of this target population. In this regard, the points outlined in 

the Encyclopodya of Genetic Disorder concernmg the physical 

characterstics of individuals with Down 's syndrome were beneficial. Based 
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on the physical appearances stated there for Down's syndrome individuals, 

the researcher was able to identify 23 m entally retarded individua ls who 

could be sorted out as Down's syndrome. 

As stated in the Encyclopedia of Genetic Disorder s (http: / I health . 

enotes .coml childrens-health - encyclopodya I down syndrome) Down 's 

syndrome individua ls h ave two or more of the following physical 

charac teristics: 

• A flat appearing face, 

• A small head, 

• A flat bridge of the nose, 

• A smaller than norma l, low-set of nose, 

• A small mouth, which causes the tongue to stick out and to appear 

overtly large, 

• Upward slanting eyes, 

• Extra folds of skin located a t the inside corner of each eye and near 

the nose, 

• Rounded cheeks, 

• Small misshapen ear, 

• Small wide h ands, 

• An inwardly curved little finger, 

• A wide space between the great and the second toes, 

• Unusual crease on the sole of the feet, 

• Overtly flexible joints and 

• Sh orter than norma l s tature . 

However, a ll of the 23 Down's syndrome individua ls were not included in 

the study. As a case study, the research took only six sample individuals. It 

took into regard the criter ia outlined below in selecting the sample 
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individuals. However, the six sample individuals are not the only ones that 

fulfill the criteria. The criteria taken into regard include: 

• Age of the individual. All individuals are found in the age range of 

12 to 18. 

• First language. Individuals who speak Amharic as their first 

language have been included. 

• Home environment. Individuals who live at home environment 

within which Amharic is dominantly spoken have been recruited for 

the study. 

• Degree of severity. The study attempted to incorporate individual 

with different degrees of severities . 

4.4 Bio-Data of the Sample Population 

The study included six Down's syndrome individuals. These individuals are 

knowen by the names: Abenezer Kalekirstos, Bezawit Tsegaye, BIen 

Tadesse, Dorka Nigusse, Krubel Abera and Wagaye Bayssa. 

Thus, this section outlines the bio-data of every member of the population. 

Abenezer Bezawit 

1) Sex - male 1) Sex - female 

2) Age - 14 2) Age - 16 

3) He has a flat appearing face. 3) She has a flat apearing face. 

4) He has relatively normal bridge of 4) She has a small nose . 

nose. 5) She has wide palms of hand. 

5) He has unproperly arrenged 6) She has relatively small tongue 

teeth. relatively proportional to her oral 

6) He has wide palms with relatively cavity. 
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thick fingers . 

7) He has relatively small s ize of 

tongue. 

8) He has a flat tongue (not 

edematous). 

9) He s tutters some. 

10) He salivates very little. 

BIen 

1) Sex - female 

2) Age - 12 

7 ) She salivates a li ttle . 

8) She stutters a little. 

Dorka 

1) Sex - femal 

2) Age - 18 

3) Sh e has a flat apearing face . 3) She has a flat appearing face. 

4) Sh e has a flat bridge of the nose . 4) She has a small nose . 

5) She has a small nose. 5 ) She has long tongue. 

6) Sh e h as normal s ize palms of 6) She has rela tively flat tongu e. 

hand. 7) She s tutter s less. 

7) Sh e has medium size of ton gue as 8) She salivates less . 

compa red to the other Down's 

syndrome individuals. 

8) Sh e stu tters more . 

9) She salivates some. 

Krubel Wagaye 

1) Sex - male 1) Sex - fema le 

2) Age - 13 2) Age - 14 

3 ) He has a flat a ppearing face . 3) She has a flat a ppearing face. 

4) He h as fla t bridge of the 4) She has a flat bridge of the nose. 

nose. 5) She has a small nose . 

5) He has s m a ll nose. 6 ) She h as very scattered teeth. 

6) He has narrow oral cavity which 7) She h as wide palms of hand. 
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causes the tongue to protrude. 

7) He has scattered teeth . 

8) He has wide palms of hand. 

9) He has very long and thick 

tongue. 

10) He stutters some. 

11) He salivates some. 

4.5 Methods of Data Collection 

8) She has very thick and long 

tongue. 

9) She stutters more . 

10) She salivates some. 

In doing a particular research several methodologies can be employed. 

Thus, a researcher usually selects the best methodology for his research . 

The accuracy and reliability of any research relies upon the availability and 

use of best methodologies. 

Accordingly, in collecting data for the study, the researcher designed some 

interview questions that would possibly result in the identification of some 

specific language disorders found in the speech of Down's syndrome 

individuals. Several issues focusing on specific phonological skills were 

carefully structured and presented to assess if these particular 

phonological skills are found in the speech of Down's syndrome 

individuals. Several words and phrases were cautiously structured and 

used during the interview in such a way that they could bring very useful 

information on some phonological issues like assimilation, palatalization , 

gemination, haplology a nd loss of a syllable as well as avoiding two vowels 

coming in succession. 
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Similarly, some specific phonological skills focu sing on secondary 

a rticulations in Amharic like: labia lization , palatalization (as secondary 

articulation) and n asalization have a lso been assessed . Moreover, 67 word s 

of Amharic conta ining a ll the consonant a nd vowel phonemes of the 

language were systematically structured (see appendix-A) in order to assess 

if the Down's syndrome individuals can properly utter a ll the phonemes of 

Amharic. 

During the interview, every sample individual was given a ch a nce to utter 

every utterance three times. And out of the three utterances the one that 

was said exactly twice was included in the transcription. In addition to the 

s tated words and phrases, the interviews made with the sample individuals 

a lso contained some open -ended questions to assess h ow th e sample 

individual's speech looks like when he/ she IS engaged in spontaneou s 

conversations . This particula rly helped the researcher to collect da ta on 

fluency disorder. Because individuals who seem normal in articulating a 

single phoneme, word or a phrase might be at high risk in producing some 

segm ents of speech containing complex phrases a nd/ or sentences. Hence , 

for the accomplishment of the research , this kind of guided interview was 

conducted a nd the results were analyzed based on the interviews. 

In condu cting the interviews four persons participated. These were the 

researcher and three trainers of the menta lly retarded individua ls. 

Particularly, in conducting interviews with very shay Down's syndrom e 

individua ls, interviews conducted by the trainers were found to be fruitful. 

The trainers involved in the interview were Emawayish Teka and Haimanot 

Teferi (both from Kassanches Specia l Montessori School for the Mentally 

Retarded Children), a nd Hirut Kebede from Mech anisa Special Montessori 

School for the Menta lly Retarded Children . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Presentations and Analyses of the Data 

5.1 Presentations and Analyses of the Data on Phonemes 

of Amharic 

According to Leslau (1995:4), Amharic has 30 consonant a nd 7 vowel 

phonemes. And an adult n ative to Amharic language can utter all the 

phonemes without any difficulty. This is not, however, the case that all 

phonemes of Amharic can accurately be uttered by all speakers of the 

language. Individuals with specific language problems might have great 

difficulties in articulating several phonemes. 

Thus, to assess whether a ll the phonemes of Amharic can accurately be 

uttered by individuals with Down's syndrome or not a specific strategy 

was designed. Sixty seven words incorporating all the consonant and 

vowel phonemes of the language (see appendix-A) were systematically 

presented to the subject population for the assessment of the proper 

articula tion of every phoneme. Every word in citation form was made to 

be uttered by the sample population three times and the word that was 

uttered exactly twice was used in the investigation for the proper 

articulation of every phoneme. 

The results in table 4 reveal the consonant phonemes that a re usually 

disarticulated by the Down's syndrome individuals. The arrow indicates 

the sound that a particular phoneme usually changes to . 
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Table 4: Phonemes of Amharic that are mostly misarticulated by 

the sample population 

Abcnezer Bezawit Bicli Dorka Krubcl Wagayc 

p' ~ b p' ~ b p'~ b p' ~ b p' ~ b p' ~ b 

s' ~ s s ' ~ s 

k' ~ k k' ~ k 

t' ~ t t' ~ t 

C' ~ t C' ~c 
z ~ g z ~s z ~ s z ~ z Z ~ S 

C ~ S C ~ t C ~ S 

S ~ s 
g ~ d 

z ~ s z ~ s 

k ~ k' 

Ii ~ n Ii ~ n Ii ~ n 

r ~ I r ~ I 

I ~ n 

As it can be seen from table 4 , Down's syndrome individuals usually 

d isarticulate some consonant phonemes of Amha ric. The result 

indicated in the table show that all members of the sample made 

articulatory errors. None of the sample individuals utter all the 

consonant phonemes correctly. However, the errors that mostly seen are 

feature errors. They usually change phonetic features of a particular 

sound. Nevertheless, the major interesting finding regarding feature 

errors is that features of consonants never exchange with features of 

vowels and vise versa. But as no tree is exactly like another tree, every 

individual has his individuality about the particular kinds of feature 

errors h e/she commits . 

To a ssess the proper articulation of the consonant phonemes of 

Amharic , several words in citation form were m a d e to be uttered by th e 
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sample respondents. The phonetic environment for most of the sounds 

was the initial position. However, an attempt has also been made to 

asses the proper articulation of some phoneme at middle and final 

positions of words. Particularly, some structured conversations 

conducted between the researcher and the sample population, enabled 

the researcher to assess the proper articulation of some phonemes when 

they come at the medial and final positions. 

Thus, based on the results collected from the utterances of the words in 

citation forms and the observations on several spontaneous speeches, 

the researcher dears to say there is no serious deviation that would 

arise from phonetic environment. The phonemes that are usually 

disarticulated when they come in initial positions of a word seem to be 

articulated wrongly at the other phonetic environments as well. For 

instance, most of the ejectives and the palatal sound /y / are usually 

disarticulated regardless of the phonetic environment. 

Sounds of a particular language can be classified in several ways. One of 

the points that can be used to categorize sounds is place of articulation 

which refers to the point at which a particular sound is produced in the 

vocal tract. The other point is the type of constriction created by 

articulators during the production of a particular sound. Thus, table 5 

summarizes the disarticulated consonant phonemes of Amharic based 

on places and manners of Articulations. 
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Table 5: Summary of the misarticulated consonant phonemes 

based on places and manners of articulations 

Bilabial Dental Plato- Velar 

alveolar 

palatal 

Plosives Voiceless k 

Voiced 

Ejectives P' t' k' 

Affricates Voiceless s' 15 

Voiced g 

Ejeclives c' 

Fricatives Voiceless S 

Voiced z Z 

Nasals n 
Liquids I y 

Flapffrill r 

As it can be observed from table 5, most of the disarticulated phonemes 

can be seen being categorized into several phonological groups. Some of 

the m ajor phonological groupings are: ejectives, fricatives , affricates, 

liquids and flap/trill. Thus, here a brief explanation has been presented 

as to why some phonemes found in these specific categories are 

disarticulated by several Down's syndrome individuals. 

A) Ejectives: As it can be seen from table 5, most Down's syndrome 

individuals disarticulate several ejective sounds. This is m a inly due to 

the physiological make-up of their oral cavity. As indicated by Randal 

(1997: 167) Down's syndrome individuals have a larynx often located too 
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high in the neck. Hence, as this is the case, they are not capable of 

producing several ejective sounds. Because, for the production of 

ejective sounds, the larynx needs to move upward so as to build 

sufficient glottalic air pressure that would enable to form ejective 

sounds. However, as the larynx of the Down's syndrome individuals is 

usually located too high in the neck and can not sufficiently be raised in 

order to build sufficient air pressure, the Down's syndrome individuals 

usually disarticulate several ejective sounds. However, this is not the 

only case that contributes to the disarticulation of the ejective sounds in 

the speech of Down's syndrome individuals . Problems in nerve 

coordination, particularly problems with the tenth (vagus) cranial nerve 

that controls the functions of the laryngeal cavity, might a lso have their 

own impact on the disarticulation of several ejective sounds. 

BI Fricatives: Fricative sounds are also among the most disarticulated 

sounds by the Down's syndrome individuals. The reason for this IS 

similarly associated with the physiological make-up of the oral cavity. 

In the production of fricative sounds, the passage in the mouth through 

which the air must pass becomes narrow so as to cause turbulent air 

flow. The air particles are pushed against one another in order to 

produce the several kinds of fricative sounds. However, so as to produce 

the fricative sounds several modifications have to be made on the oral 

cavity. Particularly, the tongue must be as flexible as possible and 

capable of grooving properly for the production of several fricative 

sounds. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Randal (1997: 167), Down's 

syndrome individuals have an edematous tongue that does not groove 

properly. Hence, this might be the biggest reason for the disarticulation 

of the several fricative sounds by the Down's syndrome individuals. 

Moreover, the high secretion of saliva observed among Down's syndrome 

individuals can a lso be potential contributor for the disarticulation of 

several fricative sounds. If the narrow air passage is filled with too much 
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saliva this might have its own impact on the disarticulation or distortion 

of several fricative sounds. High concentration of saliva in the mouth 

can even block the flow of turbulent air. 

C) Affricates: The disarticulation of affricate sounds is also associated 

with the physiology of the Down's syndrome individuals. Most of the 

reasons that could be cited for the disarticulation of fricative sounds can 

also be applicable to affricate sounds. Because, affricate sounds are 

produced by a stop closure followed immediately by a slow release of the 

closure which is the characteristics of fricative sounds. 

D) Liquids: As it has been indicated in the encyclopedia of Wikipedia, 

liquids in Amharic include the phonemes Iwl, III and Iy;' However, 

though most Down's syndrome individuals do not have serious difficulty 

with the articulation of the phonemes Iwl and Ill, several Down's 

syndrome individuals seem to be with great problems concerning the 

articulation of the phoneme Iy;' This, however, is a ttributed to the 

physiology of the Down's syndrome individuals. Particularly, it is 

associated with the physiological make-up of the oral cavity. 

As it h as been indicated above, Down's syndrome individuals h ave 

relatively thicker and longer tongue than normal human beings. Hence, 

this might create great problems in the proper articulation of the palatal 

consonant Iy;' Because, for the articulation of this sound the body of 

the tongue must be bulge up to the palate and the tongue must tota lly 

be contained in the mouth. However, the thickness and length of the 

tongue of most Down's syndrome individuals does not allow this to 

happen. 

E) Flap/Trill: In Amharic the flap or trill Ir I is very common. Normal 

native speakers of the language utter the word without any difficulty . 

However , among the Down's syndrome individuals it is the highly 

disarticulated phoneme . The reason for this is highly associated with the 
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physiological make-up of the oral cavity. It is mainly associated with the 

tongue of the Down's syndrome individuals. 

The phoneme /r/ is produced in different ways. The flap /r/ is produced 

when the loosely held tongue tip makes a single tap against the upper 

teeth or the alveolar ridge. Similarly, the alveolar trill /r/ is produced 

when the tip of the tongue vibrates against the a lveolar ridge. 

Unfortunately, as the tongue of most Down's syndrome individuals is 

very thick and long, it can not easily make a flap or a trill. 

Unlike the production of consonant sounds, the airflow from the lungs is 

unobstructed when vowels are produced. However, this does not 

indicate that Down's syndrome individuals can utter all vowels of 

Amharic accurately. There are several instances in which problems III 

articulating vowel phonemes are clearly observed. Although, it is highly 

difficult to exactly specify the phonetic environment, there are some 

vowel phonemes that are usually disarticulated by several Down's 

syndrome individuals. 

The utterances indicated in table 6 are some of the words taken from 

the several utterances in the study. Thus, as these words indicate, there 

are some vowel phonemes that are usually disarticulated by Down's 

syndrome individuals. 
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Table 6: Amharic vowels usually disarticulated by Down 

syndrome individuals 

Nomal Abenezer Dorka Krubel Wagaye Gloss 
Utterance 

[kof<ic] Ikafacil lafatil 'open! ' 

[kofliyi] Ikafayil ' pay' 

[ miillos] Imiilasil Imalasi l ' return' 

[forras] Ifarasl 'ruin ' 

[filliifit] lfOli.Jfitl I fa I 0fi.Jt1 'directly 

in front of 

[somme] Isomm'dl ' having 

kissed ' 

Remark 

10/>/ al 

101>/al 

101> I'd/ 

101> l'dl 

I ii> 101 

lei> lal 

As it can be seen from table 6, Down's syndrome individuals u su ally 

commit two types of errors regarding Amharic vowels. These can be seen 

being classified into two phonological processes. The first is lowering the 

position of the tongue and the second is changing the position of vowels 

from front to central position. 

As it could be observed from the data, Down's syndrome individuals 

usually lower the high central vowel 101 to mid central vowel la j. 

Moreover, they also sometimes replace the high front vowel Iii and the 

mid front vowel lei with the high central vowel 101 and the mid central 

vowel I al respectively. 

Previously it has been indicated that the oral cavity of Down's syndrome 

individuals is relatively narrower than normal human beings. This being 

the case, it is difficult for several Down's syndrome individuals to 
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produce all the vowels of Amharic accurately. For instance, for the 

production of the vowel 10/ the center of the tongue needs to bulge up 

the maximum height to the roof of the mouth. However, with relatively 

narrower oral cavity this is sometimes difficult to happen . Similarly, the 

disarticulation created on the front vowels Iii and lei is also attributed 

to physiological make-up of the oral cavity. Most Down's syndrome 

individuals relatively have longer and thicker tongue that would 

sometimes not enable them to form a bunch on the front part of the 

tongue that is crucial for the articulation of these specific vowels. 

5.2 Presentation and Analyses of the Data Dealing with 

Some Phonological Processes in Amharic 

5.2.1 Assimilation 

Assimilation is one of the common phonological processes in Amharic. 

As it can be read from several literatures, partial and complete types of 

assimilations are prevalent in the language. According to Leslau 

(1995:22) some of the following rules could be developed based on total 

or partial assimilation in Amharic. 

A. Some rules for total assimilation in Amharic are: 

• The liquid III may be assimilated to an initial I r I of the 

verb. 

lalradaml > 

lalrat't'abam] > 

Gloss 

[arradam] 'he did not help' 

[arrat't'ab§.m] 'it was not wet' 

• The glottalized It' I is assimilated to the following I tl 
in the gerund. 

Iwat'tol > 
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'having gone' 



• The denta l I dl becomes assimila ted to the following 

I t I in the gerund . 

I nedto l 

I kadto l 

> 

> 

[na tto] 

[katto] 

Gloss 

'he driving' 

'h e driving' 

• I dl is assimila ted to the following I I/. 

I gadlo l > [giillo] 

Gloss 

'having killed ' 

B. The following sample rules can also be developed for the 

partial assimilation in Amharic . 

• The dental nasal I nl becomes the labial I ml in 

conta ct with the labial I b/ . 

Isanbaral 

Izanb l 

> 

> 

[sambara] 

[zamb] 

• I nri may become I mf I 

Iganfol 

I qaranfudl 

> 

> 

[gamfo] 

[qaramfud] 

Gloss 

'chickpeas' 

'fly' 

Gloss 

'porridge' 

'clove' 

• The morphemes tan-, an- become tam-, am- in contact 

with a following labial I bl or I f I . 

I tanbarakkakal > [tambarakkaka] 

I tanbasabbasal > [tambasabbasa] 

Gloss 

'h e knelt 

down' 

'be a bundan t' 

In th e speech of n a tive speakers of Amharic, assimila tion is one of the 

commonest phon ological p rocesses . In the speeches of fluent speaker s of 
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the language, we observe several sounds being assimilated partially or 

totally to adjacent sounds. The native speakers do this without any 

difficulty. Hence, this phonological process was assessed in the speech 

of Down's syndrome individuals. Based on the interview conducted the 

results that are represented in table 7 have been identified. 

Table 7: Data on the concept of assimilation 

Normal Responses of the sample Respondents 

Utterance 
Abcnezer Bezawit Bien Dorka Krubel Wagayc Gloss 

[. Iraddam] laradam laradamml la ..... aladaml laradarnl laradarnl larada! ' he didn'l 

help' 

[al rat't'abam] larat'abami larat't'a.biim /a ... arat'llba larat'iibaml la lalabaml laraCabaml ' it didn 't gel 

I ml wet' 

l aszammata] lazamataJ lazzammaHi la .. . azamata. la7..amaUi/ lazamataJ /azamaUi/ ' have someone 

I I go on 

campaign ' 

[assa llamal lassaliimat la~~allama! la~aliima! lasa lama! lasaHimal lasaHima! ' have someone 

decorated' 

IsigadlJ Is igall l Is iga lll ls i. . . sigalll Is igalll Is igii ll l Is igalll 'when he 

kills ' 

I siirraqk] Isarakkl Isaraql Isalakkl Isarrliqkl Isallakl Isallakl 'you stoic' 

[waClo] /wll lto/ Iwatlol /wa ... walto/ Iwatlol IwaUol Iwatta/ 'he going out ' 

rwanbarl Iwambarl Iwambarl Iwamball Iwambarl Iwambiill IWlimbal1 ' chair' 

[mnbarakkaka IUibarlikliktil lliibli rliklikal Illibliriikaktil Mimbiirtikllk IHimbiirtikii IUib~irakaka ' kneel' 

I til ktil I 

" .. 
N.B I he three dots that arc found In the data collected from the speech of Hlen stands for the 1l1l11a1 sounds of 

words that arc usually repeated. 

As it can be seen from table 7, assimilation seems impossible in some 

instances in the speech of Down 's syndrome individuals, As it can be 

inferred from the data, in case of total assimilations, Down's syndrome 

individuals usually commit several assimilatory errors. 
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In total assimilations a double sound is created . However, as it could be 

observed from specific words on the data, the sample individuals seem 

to face great difficulties in doubling some phonemes that could be 

created as a result of total kinds of assimilations. Some possible reasons 

for this are given in 5.2.4. 

However, in case of partial assimilation the data relatively show similar 

results as the normal utterances do. Disarticulations are less likely to 

occur concerning this type of assimilation. For instance, look at the 

word /wfutbiir/ from the data. 

5.2.2 Palatalization 

One of the most striking features that are common to the languages 

spoken in Ethiopia is the presence of palatal consonants. Regardless of 

the language family , most of the languages spoken in Ethiopian have 

palatal consonants. The palatal consonants of Amharic include: s, Z, c, 

g, c' and D. 

According to Leslau (1995) , there is a particular kind of phonological 

assimilation In Amharic. Some non-palatal phonemes found In 

particular groups of words are usually palatalized. When a non-palatal 

sound usually comes preceding a particular kind of vowel it is usually 

changed to a palatal sound. As it is commonly observed in the language, 

the non-palatal sounds /d, t, t, I, n/ and the sibilants /s, z, s'/ are 

usually substituted by a palatal soun d wh en they are followed by either 

of the vowels -i, -e or -iy (a ). 

In Amharic this type of phonological process occurs in verbs and In 

verbals. It occurs in verbs express ing active participle and In 

instrumental nouns that are derived from a verb. 
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According to Leslau (199 5 :14), the forms that end in: -

• / -i f are the imperfect, jussive, and imperative forms of the 

singular 2nd per son feminine and the active participle; 

• / -e/ indicates the gerund, 1 sl person singular; and 

• / - iy (a) / express the verbal noun. 

Assuming tha t this phonological feature is common in the speech of 

native speaker s of Amharic, the s peech of Down's syndrome individuals 

was assessed for the prevalence of this particular kind of phonological 

issu e. Ultimately, concerning this phonological issu e, the results that 

are dis played a t table 8 h ave been collected. 
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Table 8: Data on the concept of palatalization 

Normal H,esponses of the sample respondents 

Utterance Abcnezer Bezawit Bien Dorka Krubcl Wagaye Gloss 

[wiisiigi] IwiJsagil Iwiisag il IwiJsagi I IwiJsagi l Iwiisadil /wasati/ 'take!' 

[karaci] Ikiimeil IkiimCii Iko ... koraeil Ikanic il Ikaftiti l Ikaftiti l 'opcn! ' 

[ka rayi] Ikofel IkIJHiyi l Ik'ii ... karay il IkaHiyil Ikafcl IkiJtayl 'pay! ' 

[malliis i] Iman8Sil ImaliiSil Imo . .. mlilOsil ImaHisil ImalOsil Imal 'iiS il ' return !' 

[goi ij Igoiil Igotil Igo ... gotil Iga'il Igmil Igazil ' buy !' 

[malqamiya] Imiilqamoya/ ImOlqamya/ Imo .. malqamy Imalaqamaya Imalakama Imakamya ·picking 

a/ I I I material' 

[makdanria] ImakJdanna! Imakdai\i\1 Imo .. makdai'ii'i /makai1fla/ ImakOdllna Irnakiiilal ' lid ' 

I I 

[mallossc l ImalDssel Imall8ssel Imo .. malDsel /maJasse/ /malossc/ ImllW,el ' I having 

returned' 

[k'dfiicce 1 Ikafocce! Iktifocccl /KD ... kafOcecl Ikafticel IkiifOttel Ikaftitel ' j having 

opened' 

Lsac'c'e] /Sac'c ' el l, lie'e'cI Iso .. . slieee! /Sant'el /Sliecl /sac'e/ ' I having 

so ld' 

As the results represented in table 8 illustrate, pala talization is very 

common phonological feature in the speech of Down's syndrome 

individuals. Nevertheless, the results also depict that there are some 

Down's syndrome individuals with which this type of particular 

phonological property is almost non-existent in their speech. In this 

regard, the data collected from the speech of Krubel is the best 

examples. Similarly, the data collected from the speech of Wagaye on the 

same issue has also some phonological truth for the absence of this 

particular phonological competence in the speech of some Down's 

syndrome individuals. However, the reason for this depends on the 

physiology of the Down's syndrome individuals. 
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As it has been indicated in the review section of this study, Down's 

syndrome individuals have an impaired motility of tongue due to 

weaknesses of speech muscles. Besides, it has also been mentioned that 

their tongue is relatively thick and long. Thus, as this is the case, they 

have great difficulties with the proper articulation of several palatal 

sounds. 

As the data on table 8 shows, Down's syndrome individuals with 

relatively thicker and longer tongue seem to have the highest 

articulation problems with palatal sounds. In this regard, Krubel and 

Wagaye can be cited as examples. For the articulation of palatal sounds, 

the body of the tongue must bulge up to the palate and the tongue must 

totally be contained in the mouth. However, as the tongue of Krubel and 

Wagaye is very thick and long it is not capable of doing this easily . 

5.2.3 Haplology and loss of syllables 

For some reasons, people find it difficult to pronounce sounds when 

they are near other sounds that are identical or very similar. Hartman 

and Strock (1972: 102) define haplology as "the omission in speech of 

one or more similar sounds in succession." When very similar sounds 

come together in succession native speakers usually omit one or more of 

the sounds in a word. However, this does not result in difficulty to be 

understood by speakers of that particular language. 

Nevertheless, in languages it is not only th e case that the omitted sound 

is a single sound (sounds). Even in some instances native speakers omit 

an entire syllable of a word in their speech. This, however, also does not 

prevent the individual's speech from being understood by speakers of 

that particular language. 

In this regard native speakers of Amharic usually omit some sounds 

that are usually found in a word succeeding or preceding other similar 
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sounds. They sometimes even omit a n entire syllable of a particular 

word. But this does not preclude the individual from effective 

communication. Rather, it facilita tes the communication process. 

Hen ce, this phonological process was assessed in the speech of Down 's 

syndrome individuals. For this, several words that incorporate some 

sounds or syllables that are u sually omitted in speeches of normal 

individuals were presented and the results were assessed accordingly. 

Thus, based on the investigations conducted on this issue, the results 

tha t are presented in table 9 have been identified. 

Table 9: Data on the concept of haplology and loss of a syllable 

Norm~ll Responses of the sample Respondents 

Utterance Abenezer Bczawit Bien Dorka K"ubcl Wa gaye Gloss 

[addis a ii a] laddis abat ladd is abal laddis abal ladisabal ladisababal ladisabal ' Add is 

Ababa' 

[filaflt] IfaWntl lfl lli fi U Ifa .. .. falaflU lflllifiJtl I faliJfiJtl IIIllOflV 'directly, in 

front of 

[miazia] Imiyazal 1m i yaziJyal Ima . .. mliyazal Imayayl ImasiJyal Imayasa/ 'April ' 

Ihag] /hag! /hgil /hag! IhattJ /hag! 'he who 

goes' 

[mayyiJrn] I nayaml ImayyiJrnl Ima .... mayiJrnl ImayiJrnl ImayiJrnl Ina yam/ 'ill itcrat' 

As it can be seen from the data on table 9, h a plology and loss of 

syllables are common phonological processes among individuals with 

Down's syndrome. As the data show, similar to the n ormal n ative 

Amharic speaker s, Down's syndrome individuals drop particular sounds 

or syllables for the sake of simplicity in their speech. This, hen ce, 

facilitates their communication. Concerning these phonological Issu es, 

most of the Down's syndrome individuals seem to have no physiological 

anomalies tha t preclude them from h aving these particular phonological 

skills . 
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5.2.4 Gemination 

In many languages, duration contrasts exist in the group of vowels, as 

in Hawaiian, or in the group of consonants, as in Italian, or both, as in 

Finnish and Japanese (Guessenhove and Jacobs, 1998:13). However, at 

the phonological level, I.e. with reference to specific languages, 

gemination usually refers to the lengthening of consonants. 

Like many other languages, gemination is a particular type of 

phonological feature in Amharic. A particular phoneme can be found 

either as a geminated or non-geminated form . As indicated by Leslau 

(1995: 11) all the Amharic consonants except [?] and [hI may occur either 

a s a geminated or non-geminated form. However, gemination is not the 

property of vowels. No Amharic vowels are found as a geminated form. 

In Amharic gemination is phonemic. It can result in meaning difference. 

Concerning the position of geminated consonants in the language, 

Les lau (1995 :1 2) writes, "Gemination occurs only in m edial or fina l 

position" . 

As it has been indicated, gemination of consonants is one of the major 

phonological features in Amharic. As a result, an assessment has been 

conducted to identify this phonological property in the speech of Down's 

syndrome individuals. Thus, the results that are displayed in table 10 

were collected concerning this phonological issue. 
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Table 10: Data on Amharic gemination 

Normal Responses of the sample respondents 

Utterance Aben ezr Bezawit BIen Dork. Kurbel Wagaye Gloss 

[gana] Iganal Iganal Iganal Iganal Iganal Iganal 'still' 

[ganna 1 Igannal Igannal Igannal Igannal Igannal Igannal 'Christmas' 

[alii] l al3l l al3l l al3l l ala! lal3l l ala! 'he said ' 

[alia] l alla! l all3l l al l3l l all a! l alla! l al l3l ' there is' 

[gofilla] Iso ... solital Isof8!aI Iso . . . ,Ofillal I,ofillal I,Ofillal looftal 'out law' 

[soffilla] Isoffillal IsOfillal Iso .. . ,i)fillal l,affOtal Iso . .. sofillal loafftal ' rash' 

[fOras] IfO ... fillaM IforaM I fo ... fOlasl miraS! I fOlasl l rarasl 'mattress' 

[ fOrras] I fa .. . fOrrasl I fOrasl IfO ... fO lasl I farashl I forasl lrarasl " ruin ' 

[ wat'] Iwat'l Iwat'l Iwat' l Iwati Iwat' l Iwati 'cook' 

[ wat't ' ] Iwiit't' l Iwat't'l Iwat' l Iwatti Iwattl Iwatl • homogenolls' 

[some] Isamel Isomel Iso .. . sommel Isamel Isomel Isama! 'my name' 

[somme] Iso"sammel Isammel Iso .. . sammel Isammel Isammil Isamma! ' hav ing 

ki ssed' 

As table 10 shows, con sonant gemina tion seem s common phonological 

featu re in the speech of Down's syndrome individuals. Becau se th e 

words used to asses th is specific skill are very commonly used word s in 

n a tural speech and the sample individuals a re highly accu stomed with 

these words . However, a s several rarely used words collected fo r the 

s tudy indicate, degemination is a highly observed phon ological property 

in th e speech of Down 's syndrome individuals . This is, h owever , 

a ttributed to the weakn esses of the muscles th a t a re responsible for 

sp eech production . 

From an articula tory point of view, it is by maintaining th e closu re for a 

long period of t ime that a particular con sonant is mad e lon g or, in other 

words , geminated. But this to happen , it requires stron g mu scular 

s trength and en ergy. However , as men tion ed a bove m ost Down's 
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syndrome individuals do not have strong muscular strength m their 

speech organs. 

As indicated by Randal (1997:167), Down's syndrome individuals have 

weaknesses in the speech muscles including the tongue, lips, soft palate 

and respiratory organs. With slack and weak speech muscles it is 

sometimes difficult to produce geminated sounds. Moreover, the 

physiological anomalies of the oral cavity of the Down's syndrome 

individuals have also their own contributions for the disarticulation of 

several gaminated sounds. 

5.2.5 Avoiding two vowels coming in succession 

A fluent speaker of Amharic usually avoids the coming together of two 

vowels in his speech. According to Leslau (1995) when two vowels come 

in succession for some morphological reasons any of the following three 

points may occur:-

A) One of the vowels is elided . 

B) The glide semivowel Iwl or Iyl is inserted between the two 

vowels. 

C) In words with lal this laryngeal may be kept as a glottal stop 

I? I, or there is no glottal stop and the two vowels are 

pronounced in succession. 

To assess this particular phonological feature of Amharic, several words 

in citation form were provided to Down syndrome individuals and the 

Down syndrome individua ls were made to utter the words. 

According to Leslau (1995), a semivowel Iwl or Iyl is inserted under 

the following conditions: -

1) If the first vowel is a back vowel lui or 101, the semivowel Iwl 
is inserted. 

2) If the first vowel is a front vowel Iii or lei and the second 
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vowel is the central vowel I a/, the semi vowel Iy I is inserted. 

3) If the firs t vowel is a front vowel Iii or lei and the second 

vowel is the back vowel 101, a semivowel I w I or I y I 1S 

inserted . 

4) If the fir s t vowel is a central vowel and the second vowel is the 

back vowel 101, a semivowel I wi is inserted. 

The results represented in table 11 indicate the utterances of the sample 

res pondents on this issue. 

Table 11: Data on the avoidance of vowels coming in succession 

Responses of the sam ple respondenls 

Normal Abenezcr Bczawil BIen Dorka Krubcl Wagltyc Gloss 

Utterance 

[sfimmaccfiwJ Isammaccol IsammaUawl Isama¢o! lfimmacco! Isamaccol Isamaccol 'he heard 

them' 

[asal 'mag] lasa!' 8magl lasat'!imagl lasabat'magJ lasal'l lasadamCldl iasat' Dmakf 'fisher mar;'-

lb~qloccul Iboqloccul Ibaqloccul Iba ... b~ql occlll fbaqoloccu/ Ibaiokoccu/ /bakuiocu/ 'the mules ' 

I yammarBrlna lyamarMaI lyammaroi'1I1a! l a .. ammalonn Iyamaronilal IlimolilnaJ Iyamalfffiaf 'of Amharic' 

J aJ 

[salr] l$a l r! Isalfl Isa . . . saW Ism! Isaffl Isa ft! 'while J pass' 

[nilgroWat] InagroWal1 InagroWatl Inaglowat/ Ina.garowat/ fnagloWatl Intigo""at/ 'having told 

her ' 

I UimariYaccOn IUlmarac17nl ItamariaCi!ant I ta .. tamaracCQ IHtmaracanl II ~maladanJ IUimaratant 'our student" 

J 111 

[bi1rc)"aN:8n] Ibtt raccan/ Ibaryaccanl Iba .. baracinl /bllracan/ Ibalatcl /baraccil 'our ox 

As can be seen from the d a ta presented on table 11, some of the 

phonological rules stated earlier seem prevalent in the speech of Down's 

syndrome individuals. As it can be seen from the sample utterances, the 

pronunciation of vowels coming in su ccession seem s impossible in th e 

speech of Down's syndrom e individuals. Like the speech of normal 
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human beings, when two vowels come in succession either one of the 

vowels is omitted or a semivowel is inserted between the two vowels. 

Concerning the phonological rule that reqUIres the omiSSIOn of one of 

the vowels, the Down's syndrome individuals do not commit any 

articulatory errors. Similarly, in words that need the insertion of the 

semivowel Iw I for some morphological reasons the sample individua ls 

also do not usually commit any articulatory errors. The difficulty in 

proper articulation is, however, mainly associated with the words that 

require the insertion of the semivowel Iy I. 

In Amharic when two vowels come in succession for some morphological 

reasons, the semivowel Iy I is inserted between the two vowels. When 

the front vowels Iii or lei comes in succession with the vowel la/, the 

semivowel Iyl is inserted between the two vowels. For example, the 

following two Amharic words *taman-accOn ('our student') and *bare

accOn ('our ox') are usually pronounced as tamareYaccOn and bareYaccOn 

respectively. The semivowel Iyl is usually inserted between the two 

vowels . However, as it can be seen from the data collected from the 

speech of the Down's syndrome individuals, the addition of the 

semivowel Iy I seems almost none existent. This is because the 

phoneme Iy I is a palatal sound. 

As it h as been indicated in the review section as well as 5.2.2 , Down's 

syndrome individuals have very long and thick tongue with highly 

impaired flexibility. Thus, as this might be the case, the Down's 

syndrome individuals could not produce and insert the palatal sound 

Iy I in words that require this particular epenthetic glide. 
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5.3 Presentations and Analyses of the Data on Secondary 

Articulations in Amharic 

Most sounds of a language are produced with a single point of 

articulation. However, languages may also produce several sounds as a 

result of articulations at two places in the vocal tract. As stated by 

Crystal (1997) , in a sound produced with two points of articulations, the 

secondary articulation refers to the point of articulation involving the 

lesser degree of stricture. This means particular kinds of modified 

articulation types involving the formation of a primary stricture at some 

locations are accompanied by a secondary more opened stricture at 

some other location. Instances of secondary articulations that are 

commonly prevalent III natural languages include: labialization, 

palatalization, velarization a nd nasalization. 

Thus, similar to some other n a tural languages, this particular 

phonological feature is also very common in Amharic. We observe three 

types of secondary articulations III the language. These are: 

labialization, palatalization and nasalization.· In the speeches of native 

speakers of Amharic, we usually find labialized, palatalized or nasalized 

phonemes. 

Hence, this phonological property has been assessed in the speech of 

Down's syndrome individuals. To assess this particular phonological 

skill several words containing any of the three secondary articulation 

types were provided to the Down's syndrome individuals . Ultimately the 

results that are represented under each of the following secondary 

articula tion types have been identified. 
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Normal 

5.3.1 Labialization 

As defined by Crystal (1 997) labialization refers to a secondary 

articulation involving any noticeable lip-rounding. It is the addition of lip 

rounding to any sound that is norma lly articulated without lip rounding. 

To asses this particular skill in the speech of Down's syndrome 

individuals, the following words were provided to the sample individuals 

and the data presented in table 12 has been collected on the issue. 

Table 12 contains utterances of th e Down's syndrome individuals 

dealing with the concept of labialization . 

Table 12: Utterances of the sample respondents on the concept of 

labialization 

Responses of the sample respondents 

Utterance Abenezer Bczawit Bien Dorka Krubel Wagaye Gloss 

[dWuHit] Idwulatl Idwul atl Idwulatl Idwultitl Idwul atJ ItWulatl ' a kind of 

fl esh meal ' 

[ sWo la] I sWolai Iswolal Iswolal Iswolal Iswolal Iswolal ' name ofa 

place' 

[t Wom] It wornl It woml It woml It woml Idwornl It woml ' fast ' 

[sWofa] Iswofal Iswo fal Isa .. .. swofal Iswofal Iswofal Iswofal 'sofa' 

[I Womi] Inwomil Wornil /JlVomil Wom il Ilwomil /I womil ' lemon' 

[dWoro] Idworol Idworol /dworo/ Idworol Idwolol Idworol ' hen' 

[mWorrada] ImworadaJ ImworadaJ Irna .. .. rn woladaJ Imworada/ IrnwoladaJ ImworadaJ 'sharpen' 

As it can be seen from table 12, la bialization seems common 

phonological feature in the speech of Down 's syndrome individuals. It is 

a pparent that in the production of labialized consonant th e orbicularis 
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oris muscle of the lip needs to be strong enough in contracting the 

mouth in order to produce labialized phonemes (cf. Moges Yigezu, 

2001:207). Moreover, this particular phonological property to happen, 

the seventh cranial nerve (facial nerve) needs to be intact. As pointed out 

by Dingwall (1998:65), the seventh cranial nerve controls the motor and 

sensory functions of most of the facial musculatures that are 

responsible for some aspects of articula tions and facial expressions. 

In this regard, the sample Down's syndrome individuals seem to have 

strong orbicularis oris muscle that would enable them to form a 

rounded lip that could serve as a secondary articulation and they a lso 

seem to have an intact facial nerves. Nevertheless, having this very 

scanty data the researcher does not dare to say all Down's syndrome 

individuals have strong orbicularis oris muscle as well as facial nerves. 

With greater sample size, opposite results might be identified. 

5.3.2 Palatalization as a secondary articulation 

In the preVIOUS section of this work (5.2.2) it has been stated that in 

Amharic some non-palatal sounds like d, t, t', I, s, z, and s' are 

palatalized when they are followed by either of the vowels -i, -e or - Iy(a). 

In this kind of phonological process, a particular non-palatal sound is 

assimilated into a palatal sound as a result of the succeeding vowel 

corning following it. At this kind of phonological process a particular 

sound is assimilated into another sound. 

In some words of Amharic, a particular consonant phoneme is 

palatalized when it comes preceding the front vowels lei orlif. In this 

particular kind of sound formation, in addition to the main articulation 

for the particular phoneme, another very lesser constriction is created 

as a result of the specific vowels corning following it. Thus, as it involves 

two places of articulations for the production of the sound, it is 

considered as secondary articulation. 
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For the formation of palatalized con sonants, in addition to particular 

con s tric tions somewhere in the vocal tract, the body of the tongue is 

raised as a secondary articulation. Concerning the issues on 

pala talization, the results represented in table 13 have been collected . 

Table 13 shows the concept of palatalization (as a secondary 

articulation) in the speech of Down's syndrome individuals. 

Table 13: Responses of the sample respondents on palatalization 

Normal Responses ofthe sample respondents Gloss 

Utterance Abenezer Bezawit Bien Dorka Krubel Wagaye 

[II' etl IbYe t! IbYetl Ib'et! IbYet! Ib'et! Ib'ell ' house ' 
-

[s'el] Is'etl Is'et! IsYetl IsYet! IsYet! Is'd t! ' female' 

[f"it] W it! Wit! W it! It' it! lfOtI If! ell ' face ' 

[qYim] IqYiml IqYiml IqYiml Iq' iml IgiJrnl IkYiml ' malice' 

[t'8qYit] It' 8qYiti It' 8qYiti It ' 8qYiti Iqat'it! Id8gYit! It' 8katl ' few' 

[baq'ela] IbaqYelal IbaqYelai IbqYelal IbiiqYelai lbakYelai IbakYelai ' bea' 

[t" et] It'Yefl It 'Yefl !t 'Yefl It'Yefl ItYefl ItMI ' tcff' 

As it can be seen from the data on table 13, the concept of palatalization 

seems very common phonological property in the speech of Down's 

syndrome individuals. However, the results collected from some of the 

sample respondents' clue that there are some Down's syndrome 

individua ls whose palla talization skill is highly deteriorated. In this 

regard, Krubel and Wagaye can be cited as best examples. These 

individuals usually commit several articu latory errors concerning this 

particular phonological skill. 

It has been indicated earlier that Krubel and Wagaye have rela tively 

longer a nd thicker tongue than the other sample individuals. Thus, the 

disarticulation created might probably be due to the physiology of their 
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tongue. Because, for the articulation of the pala tal sound iYi the body 

of the tongue has to be maximally raised to the pala te and the tongue 

must totally be contained within the mouth. 

5.3.3 Nasalization 

Nasalization is giving the quality of nasality to a non-nasal sounds . Most 

commonly this is a modification given to vowels . It is a lso a pplica ble to 

consonants. For n asalized sounds, the soft palate is lowered and part of 

the air stream is diverted through the nose. To asses this particular 

phonological property in the speech of Down's syndrome individuals, 

some words that contain n asalized vowels of Amha ric were presented 

and every member of the sample were made to utter the words. Thus, 

based on the assessm ent conducted , the following r esults have been 

gathered. 

Table 14 show the data concerning the concept of nasalization in the 

speech of Down's syndrome individuals. 

Table 14: Responses of the sample respondents on nasalization 

Normal Responses of the sample respondents Gloss 

Utterance Abenezer Bezawit Bien Dorka Korbel Wagayc 

[andl hindi landl landl landl landl landl 'one ' 

[ w1fnd] Iw!ndl Iw!ndl Iwandl Iwlfndl IwlI"ndl Iwlint! 'male' 

[sHlll1i] Isan il 1"$5.'i l Isiillil Ish nil Islliii l 
-

l"$iii"lil ' accomp-

anier' 

[baJaii] IbBlili\! IbBlill\! IbBliliil Ibaliln! Ibii I ili\! IbBriii\/ ' having told 

me' 

Jgamb it] Ig1imbil Ig1imbil Igirmbil Igaml Igirmbil Igambil 'cons tructive 

As it can be seen from the data, the concept of nasalization as a 

secondary articulation is very common. Vowels are usually nasalized 
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when they come preceding a nasal consonant. Indeed, previously it has 

been stated that Down's syndrome individuals have a smaller than 

normal nose with a fiat bridge. And someone might expect that this 

phys iological make-up might negatively interfere with the concept of 

nasalization as a secondary articulation. Nevertheless, as it can be seen 

from the findings, this physical make-up of the Down's syndrome 

individuals does not preclude the prevalence of the concept of 

nasalization in their speech. As the results reveal, vowels of Amharic are 

usually nasalized when they come immediately preceding a nasal 

consonant. 

5.4 General Remarks on the Speech of Down's syndrome 

Individuals 

As the research deals with the identification and analyses of some basic 

speech disorders among Down's syndrome individuals, the researcher 

believes that in addition to some of the phonological analyses, it is better 

to give a general remark on the speech of Down's syndrome individuals. 

Because this widens further the readers understanding on the speech of 

Down 's syndrome individuals. 

Speech is the behavior of forming and sequencmg the sounds of oral 

language. A normal human being can properly sequence the sounds of 

his respective language to form several words, phrases and sentences 

with little difficulty . As stated in (http://www.medical-Library.org) 

children master most of the rules of grammar of their respective 

languages by the age of six largely without direct instruction. However, 

not all children can do this. There are some individuals with specific 

language disorders that cannot achieve this . With this regard, the 

Down's syndrome individuals that have been taken as a sample in this 

rescarch can be taken as best examples. 
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The age of most of the sample individuals that have been included in 

this study is more than double as compared to the maximum age limit 

that an individual needs to master the fundamental grammatical rules 

of his mother-tongue language. However, as it has been seen from the 

data collected for this research the speech of these individuals cannot be 

said grammatical. 

It is apparent that language functions based on certain linguistic rules . 

Speakers of respective languages follow particular rules of their 

language to convey information. However, if they do not construct the 

words, phrases, and sentences based on the correct rules of their 

respective languages, it can be said that the individuals have language 

disorder. Language disorder is described as a failure to employ 

appropriate rules. One of the implications of language disorder is speech 

disorder. However, speech disorders , in turn, can also be classified into 

three. These are: articulation, fluency and voice disorders. 

Articulation disorder refers to the abnormal production of speech 

sounds. As it could be seen from the data, articulation disorder is the 

major speech disorder among the Down's syndrome individuals. Several 

phonemes are usually disarticulated by the sample individuals. 

Moreover, we a lso observe several phonemes being omitted in several 

words in the speech of Down's syndrome individuals. Nevertheless, the 

insertion of an additional sound in a word and disordering of sounds of 

a word are very rare. This, hence, indicates that part of the brain tha t is 

responsible for speech production seems intact and properly sends the 

right information to the oral cavity through the cranial nerves . 

The second major speech d isorder that is usually observed from the 

spontaneous utterances of Down's syndrome individuals is flu en cy 

disorder. From several spontaneous utterances it has been observed 

that there is very great fluency disorder in the speech of Down's 

syndrome individuals. Quoting ASHA (1982), Shea and Bauer 
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Lastly, concerning voice disorder it can be said that the speech of most 

of the Down's syndrome individuals is audible. Quoting ASHA (1982), 

Sh ae and Bauer (1992 :2 13) define voice disorder as the a bsen ce or 

a bnormal production of voice quality, pitch, loudness, resonance, and 

/ or duration. Nevertheless, as the assessment of voice disorder n eed s an 

up-to-date technology and trained s pecia lties, the research er couldn't 

identify several linguistic facts on the issue. But the researcher believes 

that with modern technology and skilled manpower, severa l interes ting 

phonological disorders would be identified in the speech of Down's 

syndrome individuals . 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

As it has been observed from th e several da ta of the study, Amharic 

speaking Down's syndrome individuals commit some phonological errors 

specific to th e la nguage. However , most of the language defects seem 

a pplicable to ma ny Down's syndrome individua ls across languages. The 

writer dares to say this becau se he found very simila r findings with wha t 

has been stated on the review section of this work. In any case, the 

following few points could be cited as some points of conclusions for the 

study. 

• Amharic speaking Down':,; syndrome individuals commit 

severa l kinds of articulatory errors. There a re some con sonant 

and vowel phonemes of Amharic that the Down's syndrome 

individuals do not a r ticulate . However, the errors that mostly 

observed are feature errors. They usually ch ange the phonetic 

features of a particular sound. 

• Amharic mother-tongue Down's syndrome individuals 

disa rticulate ejective sounds. This IS due to the physiological 

make-up of th eir oral cavity. As they have a larynx often 

located too high In the n eck, severa l Down's syndrome 

individua ls can not articulate a ll the ejective sounds 

accurately . 
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• Amharic speaking Down's syndrome individuals usually 

commit two types of articulatory errors regarding Amharic 

vowels. These are: lowering the position of the tongue and 

changing the position of vowels from front to central position. 

Down's syndrome individuals usually lower the high central 

vowel 181 to mid central vowel I iii. Moreover, they sometimes 

replace the high front vowel Ii land the mid front vowel lei 

with the high central vowel 181 and the mid central vowell iii 
respectively. 

• In case of assimilation, Amharic speaking Down syndrome 

individuals commit several articulatory errors. Although partial 

kinds of assimilations are common phonological properties 1D 

the speech of Down's syndrome individuals, total kinds of 

assimilations seem impossible. Because, in total kinds of 

assimilation a geminated sound which most Down's syndrome 

individuals could not usually articulate it easily is formed. 

• As the Down's syndrome individuals have impaired motility of 

the tongue due to hypotonia of speech muscles as well as the 

thickness and length of the tongue, they can not accurately 

produce several palatal sounds. Particularly, the palatal 

consonant Iy I IS difficult for many Down's syndrome 

individuals. Because, the articulation of this particular palatal 

sound requires the body of the tongue to bulge up towards the 

palate and the tongue totally be contained within the mouth. 

• Degemination is commonly observed phonological property 

among Amharic speaking Down's syndrome individuals. This, 
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however, is a universal feature among Down's syndrome 

individuals across languages. One major important finding 

concerning Amharic gemination is that most Down's syndrome 

individua ls are unlikely to utter the flap phoneme / r / when it 

comes as a geminated form. 

• In the normal speech of Amharic when two vowels come in 

succession eith er one of the vowels is omitted or a glide 

semivowel /w/ or /y/ is inserted between the vowels. However, 

a lthough the Amharic speaking Down's syndrome individuals 

can insert the semivowel / w /, the inser t ion of the semivowel 

/y / is usually difficult. As most Down's syndrome individuals 

have very thick and long tongue, they could not insert the 

semivowel /y / in some of the words that require the insertion 

of this particular phoneme. 

• The in sertion of an additional sound to a word and disordering 

of some phonemes of a word a re rare phenomena among 

Amharic speaking Down's syndrome. This, however, works also 

across la nguages . 

• Great fluen cy disorder is observed among Down's syndrome 

individuals. There are repetitions and prolongation of sounds; 

hes ita tions or lon g pauses; struggle behaviors including 

distortions of lips , m outh a nd so on. Nevertheless, this is not 

specific to Amharic la n guage speakers. It is a general truth 

across languages . 
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6.2 Recommendations 

As it could be seen from the whole study, most Down's syndrome 

individuals have serious problems in articulation as well as fluency. It is 

observed that a lmost all Down's syndrome individuals commit articulatory 

errors and they a lso stutter. Particularly, they have great difficulty in 

articulating several ejectives as well as palatal sounds. However, there are 

some speech therapy possibilities that would help these unfortunate 

individuals in improving their articulatory skill and/ or speech. If the 

following type of speech therapy is given for someone at the early ages, his 

speech in general and articulatory skill in particular can be enhanced. 

Nevertheless, the speech therapeutic methods given below a re not applying 

to Amharic speaking Down 's syndrome individuals only. Most of the 

procedures and principles can also be applied to several Down's syndrome 

individuals speaking other languages. Moreover, these principles and 

procedures are not new findings. They are some of the therapeutic methods 

that a re being employed by several professionals in the field. 

The most important a im of speech therapy is to enable and guarantee th e 

best possible communications. This means that the individua l can 

understand people and make himself be understood. This is what speech 

therapy tries to support. However, speech therapies in general and 

a rticulation therapies in particular must be fun for the individua l. They 

must be built on mutual trust, good will and acceptance. If this is not 

given, the first step is to work on this. 

As indicated In (http://www.logopaedie .ch /abc/storkind.htm). III 

attempting to give articulation therapies, we have to work on these two 

poin ts first:-
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A) Is the problem a specific sound that the individual can not make? 

Or 

B) Does the individual not use one or more specific sounds, that 

he/ she can make in his/her speech? 

After these points have been identified, it may be useful to do some mouth 

movement exercises. Mouth movement exercises help the oral cavity 

muscles to be as flexible as possible. 

Mouth practice is the first step in any kind of articulatory therapy. Thus, 

Down's syndrome individuals should make the various kinds of mouth 

practice exercises represented in the diagram for several times as the 

orders indicated so as to improve the flexibility of mouth muscles. 

,.. --, 
" .. 

5 

Source: http://WWW.logopaedie.ch/abc/storkind.htm 
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possible to make mouth movement exercIses of the Down's syndrome 

individuals as funny as possible. 

Then the next step should be introducing the sound. However, as indicated 

in (http) /www.proinfirmis.ch) introducing the sound has to be done in the 

following steps:-

A) Drawing and playing with sounds 

It is important to start with sounds that the individual can already make. 

Based on this we can do sound games, ways of making sound visible, 

becoming aware of sounds: 

• We can pass a ball to each other, the one who gets the ball says 

the sound. 

• We can say the sound when doing a specific movement, e.g. 

when lifting our arms . 

• We can combine the sound with a large drawing; chalk on the 

black board or with colors on paper. 

• We can look for a sound that has similarity with something. 

The individual should develop joy in connection with sounds and drawing 

sounds. Then we can move on to a second step that is introducing the new 

sound. 

B) Introducing a new sound 

When introducing a new sound, the following three senses should be used: 

• Listening. Say a sound to the individual, and then ask the 

individual to repeat the sound. We do this a few times, so that 

the individual has the possibility to get to know the sound by 

hearing and by trying to say the sound and checking if it 

sounds correct. 
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• Seeing. We take a mirror, and together with the individual we 

look into the mirror. We show the individual how to move our 

mouth when making the sound. Thus the individua l has visual 

feedback. 

• The touching-feeling sense. We use our hands to move the 

mouth of the child in a certain way for specific sounds. The 

individual gets a feedback through his touch senses . 

C) Consolidate practicing the sound 

When an individual can make a new sound, it is important to practice it in 

different games. This helps him to be very familiar with the sound. 

D) Up to now a sound was practiced individually. The next step is to 

combine the sound with other sounds, to integrate it into normal speech. 

• We combine the sound with other sounds in meaningless words. 

• Level of syllables. We create different syllables using the sound. 

• Level of words. We look for words that have the sound in the 

beginning, end or middle of the word. 

• Finally the sound is used in poems, songs, games, so that it 

becomes really familiar . 

The second major speech disorder observed among individuals with Down's 

syndrome is stuttering. This is a speech problem that can happen with 

mentally and non-mentally handicapped human beings. Stutter can have 

very different causes, and therefore, it calls for different therapy forms . 

However, although there are several therapeutic methods that could lessen 

problems in stuttering, the major remedy is balancing the scales on 

expectations and resources. 
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As indicated In (http://www.proinfimis.ch) every individual has different 

expectations. These include the expectations that he/ she has of 

him/ herself, expectations of his/her family and environment, expectations 

in relation to what he/she should do, how he/she should behave, how 

he/ she should be adopted and so on. Thus, if expectations and resources 

are equal then the individual will not probably stutter. Contrarily, if the 

scale is unbalanced and the expectations are grater than the individual's 

resources, then the person is more likely to stutter. 

Thus, to lessen problems of stuttering among individuals with Down's 

syndrome, it is important to help them increase their possibilities and 

resources, e.g. to support their speech skill. At the same time awareness 

work in the environment of the Down's syndrome individuals is important. 

The expectations have to be equal to the resources of the Down's syndrome 

individuals . As suggested in (http://www.proinfimis.ch) in an atmosphere 

of love and friendly relationship, Down's syndrome individuals are assumed 

to stutter less. 
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Appendix - A 

This attached check-list has been used during the interview to assess if the 

Down's syndrome individuals can properly articulate all the consonant and 

vowel phonemes of Amharic. 

For this purpose, table 1 contains several words that incorporate all the 

consonant phonemes of Amharic and table 2 incorporates some words 

incorporating the vowel phonemes of the language. Almost all phonemes 

are represented by a minimum of two words. 

Table 1: Words that have been used to asses the proper articulation of 

consonant phonemes of Amharic 

Words in normal The phoneme to be Gloss 

speech checked 

jpolisj jpj 'policeman' 

jpostaj jpj 'envelop' 

jbarej jbj 'ox' 

jbetj jbj 'house' 

j t'arap'ezaj jp'j 'table' 

j lap'isj jp' j 'eraser' 

jkarrataj jtj 'he has opened ' 

jtOg8lj jtj 'struggle' 



Ina I lal 'corne' 

lrat'al 101 'he run' 

I d iJro I 101 'formerly' 

Ihullul lui 'all' 

It'utl lui 'breast' 

I iJssul I iJ I 'he' 

I siJntl I iJ I 'how much' 
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Appendix-B 

The researcher interviewing Dorka Nigusse 

The researcher making a conversation with Abenezer Kalekirstos and 

Dorka Niguse 
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